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MANAGEMENTMANAGEMENT

Technique, practice or science of managing or Technique, practice or science of managing or 
controlling; the skillful use of resources and time; the controlling; the skillful use of resources and time; the 
specific treatment of a disease or disorder.specific treatment of a disease or disorder.

Function that organizes the execution of todayFunction that organizes the execution of today’’ss
business.business.

The process of getting activities completed efficiently The process of getting activities completed efficiently 
and effectively with and through other people.and effectively with and through other people.

Traditionally, the term "management" refers to the set of Traditionally, the term "management" refers to the set of 

activities, and often the group of people, involved in four activities, and often the group of people, involved in four 

general functions, including planning, organizing, leading general functions, including planning, organizing, leading 

and coordinating activities. (Note that the four functions and coordinating activities. (Note that the four functions 

recur throughout the organization and are highly recur throughout the organization and are highly 

integrated.)integrated.)



Some writers, teachers and practitioners assert that Some writers, teachers and practitioners assert that 

the previous view is rather outmoded and that the previous view is rather outmoded and that 

management needs to focus more on management needs to focus more on leadership skills,,

e.g., establishing vision and goals, communicating the e.g., establishing vision and goals, communicating the 

vision and goals, and guiding others to accomplish vision and goals, and guiding others to accomplish 

them. They also assert that leadership must be more them. They also assert that leadership must be more 

facilitative, participative and empowering in how facilitative, participative and empowering in how 

visions and goals are established and carried out. visions and goals are established and carried out. 

Some people assert that this really isn't a change in Some people assert that this really isn't a change in 

the management functions, rather it's rethe management functions, rather it's re--emphasizingemphasizing

certain aspects of management. certain aspects of management. 

MANAGEMENTMANAGEMENT



Management functions:Management functions:

PlanningPlanning

OrganizingOrganizing

StaffingStaffing

DirectingDirecting

CoordinatingCoordinating

ReportingReporting

BudgetingBudgeting

MANAGEMENTMANAGEMENT

The people who 
administer a 

company, create 
policies, and provide 

the support necessary 
to implement the 
owners' business 

objectives..



Management roles:Management roles:

Interpersonal rolesInterpersonal roles Figurehead, Leader, LiaisonFigurehead, Leader, Liaison

Informational roles:Informational roles: Monitor, Disseminator, Monitor, Disseminator, 
SpokespersonSpokesperson

Decisional rolesDecisional roles Entrepreneur, Disturbance Entrepreneur, Disturbance 
handler, Resource handler, Resource allocatorallocator, Negotiator, Negotiator

MANAGEMENTMANAGEMENT



What Is Management?What Is Management?

ManagementManagement

the process of coordinating work activities so the process of coordinating work activities so 

that they are completed efficiently and that they are completed efficiently and 

effectively with and through other peopleeffectively with and through other people

elements of definitionelements of definition

ProcessProcess -- represents ongoing functions or represents ongoing functions or 

primary activities engaged in by managersprimary activities engaged in by managers

CoordinatingCoordinating -- distinguishes a managerial distinguishes a managerial 

position from a nonposition from a non--managerial onemanagerial one



What is Management?What is Management? (cont.)(cont.)

Management (cont.)Management (cont.)

EfficiencyEfficiency -- getting the most output from the getting the most output from the 
least amount of inputsleast amount of inputs

““doing things rightdoing things right””

concerned with meansconcerned with means

EffectivenessEffectiveness -- completing activities so that completing activities so that 
organizational goals are attainedorganizational goals are attained

““doing the right thingsdoing the right things””

concerned with endsconcerned with ends



Efficiency and Effectiveness in Efficiency and Effectiveness in 

ManagementManagement

Management Strives For:
Low resource waste (high efficiency)

High goal attainment (high effectiveness)

Resource
Usage

EfficiencyEfficiency (Means)

Goal
Attainment

Effectiveness (Ends)

Low WasteLow Waste High AttainmentHigh Attainment



Who Are Managers?Who Are Managers?

ManagerManager

someone who works with and through other someone who works with and through other 

people by coordinating their work activities in people by coordinating their work activities in 

order to accomplish organizational goalsorder to accomplish organizational goals

changing nature of organizations and work changing nature of organizations and work 

has blurred the clear lines of distinction has blurred the clear lines of distinction 

between managers and nonbetween managers and non--managerialmanagerial

employeesemployees



What is Industrial Management?What is Industrial Management?

Industrial Management is concerned with the Industrial Management is concerned with the 

design, improvement, and design, improvement, and implementaimplementa--

tiontion of integrated systems of people, of integrated systems of people, 

material, information, equipment, and material, information, equipment, and 

energy.energy. It draws upon specialized knowledge It draws upon specialized knowledge 

and skills in the mathematical, physical, and and skills in the mathematical, physical, and 

social sciences together with the principles and social sciences together with the principles and 

methods of engineering analysis and design to methods of engineering analysis and design to 

specify, predict, and evaluate the results to be specify, predict, and evaluate the results to be 

obtained from such systems. obtained from such systems. 



The Organization As An Open SystemThe Organization As An Open System

System

Transformation
Employee’s work

activities

Management

activities

Technology and

operations methods

OutputsInputsInputs
Raw materials

Human resources

Capital

Technology

Information

Products and services

Financial results

Information

Human results

Environment

Environment

FeedbackFeedback



What Is An Organization?What Is An Organization?

OrganizationOrganization

a deliberate arrangement of people to accomplish a deliberate arrangement of people to accomplish 
some specific purposesome specific purpose

elements of definitionelements of definition
each organization has a distinct purposeeach organization has a distinct purpose

each organization is composed of peopleeach organization is composed of people

all organizations develop some deliberate structureall organizations develop some deliberate structure

todaytoday’’s organizations have adopted:s organizations have adopted:
flexible work arrangementsflexible work arrangements

open communicationsopen communications

greater responsiveness to changesgreater responsiveness to changes
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Definition:Definition:

A retailer's cost is the amount paid to A retailer's cost is the amount paid to 

obtain an item from a supplier. It is the obtain an item from a supplier. It is the 

wholesale price that a retailer pays. wholesale price that a retailer pays. 

What is COST?What is COST?



What is COST?What is COST?

The AACE International Constitution and Bylaws The AACE International Constitution and Bylaws 
defines cost engineering and total cost management defines cost engineering and total cost management 
as follows:as follows:

Section 2.Section 2. The Association is dedicated to the tenets of The Association is dedicated to the tenets of 
furthering the concepts of total cost management and cost furthering the concepts of total cost management and cost 
engineering. Total cost management is the effective application engineering. Total cost management is the effective application 
of professional and technical expertise to plan and control of professional and technical expertise to plan and control 
resources, costs, profitability and risk. Simply stated, it is aresources, costs, profitability and risk. Simply stated, it is a
systematic approach to managing cost throughout the life cycle systematic approach to managing cost throughout the life cycle 
of any enterprise, program, facility, project, product, or serviof any enterprise, program, facility, project, product, or service.ce.
This is accomplished through the application of cost This is accomplished through the application of cost 
engineering and cost management principles, proven engineering and cost management principles, proven 
methodologies, and the latest technology in support of the methodologies, and the latest technology in support of the 
management process.management process.



Section 3.Section 3. Total cost management is that area of Total cost management is that area of 
engineering practice where engineering judgment and engineering practice where engineering judgment and 
experience are used in the application of scientific experience are used in the application of scientific 
principles and techniques to problems of business and principles and techniques to problems of business and 
program planning; cost estimating; economic and program planning; cost estimating; economic and 
financial analysis; cost engineering; program and financial analysis; cost engineering; program and 
project management; planning and scheduling; cost project management; planning and scheduling; cost 
and schedule performance measurement, and change and schedule performance measurement, and change 
controlcontrol

What is COST?What is COST?



Element of COSTElement of COST

CLASSIFICATION OF COSTCLASSIFICATION OF COST

A key objective in engineering applications is A key objective in engineering applications is 

the satisfaction of human needs, which will the satisfaction of human needs, which will 

nearly always imply a cost. nearly always imply a cost. 

Economics deals with the behavior of people, Economics deals with the behavior of people, 

and as such, economic concepts are usually and as such, economic concepts are usually 

qualitative in nature, and not universal in qualitative in nature, and not universal in 

application.application.



First (or Initial) CostFirst (or Initial) Cost :: Cost to get activity started such Cost to get activity started such 
as property improvement, transportation, installation, and as property improvement, transportation, installation, and 
initial expenditures. initial expenditures. 

Operation and Maintenance CostOperation and Maintenance Cost :: They are They are 
experienced continually over the useful life of the activity.experienced continually over the useful life of the activity.

Fixed CostFixed Cost :: Fixed costs arise from making preparations Fixed costs arise from making preparations 
for the future, and includes costs associated with ongoing for the future, and includes costs associated with ongoing 
activities throughout the operational lifeactivities throughout the operational life--time of that concern. time of that concern. 
Fixed costs are relatively constant; they are decoupled from Fixed costs are relatively constant; they are decoupled from 
the system input/output, for example. the system input/output, for example. 

Variable CostVariable Cost :: Variable costs are related to the level of Variable costs are related to the level of 
operational activity (e.g. the cost of fuel for construction operational activity (e.g. the cost of fuel for construction 
equipment will be a function of the number of days of use). equipment will be a function of the number of days of use). 

COST  ClassificationCOST  Classification



COST  ClassificationCOST  Classification

Incremental or Marginal CostIncremental or Marginal Cost :: Incremental (or Incremental (or 
marginal) cost is the additional expense that will be incurred marginal) cost is the additional expense that will be incurred 
from increased output in one or more system units (i.e. from increased output in one or more system units (i.e. 
production increase). It is determined from the variable cost. production increase). It is determined from the variable cost. 

Sunk CostSunk Cost :: It cannot be recovered or altered by future It cannot be recovered or altered by future 
actions. Usually this cost is not a part of engineering actions. Usually this cost is not a part of engineering 
economic analysis. economic analysis. 

LifeLife--Cycle CostCycle Cost :: This is cost for the entire lifeThis is cost for the entire life--cycle of a cycle of a 
product, and includes feasibility, design, construction, product, and includes feasibility, design, construction, 
operation and disposal costs. operation and disposal costs. 



Nature of WorkNature of Work

The skills and knowledge required to deal with costs The skills and knowledge required to deal with costs 
(e.g., cost estimating, planning and scheduling, etc.) (e.g., cost estimating, planning and scheduling, etc.) 
are quite different from those required to deal with are quite different from those required to deal with 
the physical design dimension. the physical design dimension. 

the field of cost engineering . the field of cost engineering . 

Whether they have technical, operations, finance and Whether they have technical, operations, finance and 

accounting, or other backgrounds, cost engineering accounting, or other backgrounds, cost engineering 

practitioners need to share a common understanding, practitioners need to share a common understanding, 

based on based on ““scientific principles and techniques,scientific principles and techniques,”” withwith

the engineering or other creative career functions.. the engineering or other creative career functions.. 



Cost engineering practitioners Cost engineering practitioners 

Nature of WorkNature of Work

specialized in function (e.g., cost estimating, planning specialized in function (e.g., cost estimating, planning 

and scheduling, etc.); and scheduling, etc.); 

focused on either the asset management or project focused on either the asset management or project 

control side of the TCM process; and control side of the TCM process; and 

focused on a particular industry (e.g., engineering and focused on a particular industry (e.g., engineering and 

construction, manufacturing, information technology, construction, manufacturing, information technology, 

etc.); or asset type (e.g., chemical process, buildings, etc.); or asset type (e.g., chemical process, buildings, 

software, etc.).software, etc.).



Elements to COSTElements to COST

Service

QualityPrice/cost

• “All costs” concept -

To compete based on 

price, the seller must 

manage costs

• Quality - the degree 

to which products 

meet the customer’s 

needs

Service - the “human” touch

Competitive Strategies



COST ConceptsCOST Concepts

Regardless of the selected competitive strategy/ Regardless of the selected competitive strategy/ 

strategies, cost management is a very important strategies, cost management is a very important 

issue.issue.

The level of the The level of the cost driverscost drivers determines the determines the 

amount of the various amount of the various costscosts assigned to a assigned to a costcost

objectobject..

CostCost

Def:Def: Cash or cashCash or cash--equivalent value sacrificed for goods equivalent value sacrificed for goods 
and services that are expected to bring a current and/or and services that are expected to bring a current and/or 
future benefit to the organization.future benefit to the organization.

Cost can either be capitalized or expensedCost can either be capitalized or expensed



COST Concepts COST Concepts –– COST ObjectCOST Object

Cost ObjectCost Object

Def:Def: Any item for which costs are Any item for which costs are accumulatedaccumulated
andand assignedassigned

Cost object may be a product, a department in Cost object may be a product, a department in 

the company, a project, an activity and so on. For the company, a project, an activity and so on. For 

example:example:
Wharton wants to know how much it costs to conduct a course in Wharton wants to know how much it costs to conduct a course in 

financial accounting. The cost object is the financial accounting. The cost object is the ““course in financial course in financial 

accountingaccounting””..

If a software developer wants to know the cost of developing a If a software developer wants to know the cost of developing a 

software, then the cost object is the software, then the cost object is the ““softwaresoftware””..

InIn A(ctivityA(ctivity)) B(asedB(ased)) C(ostingC(osting)) -- activities are the cost objects.activities are the cost objects.



COST Concepts COST Concepts –– COST ObjectCOST Object

Cost accumulationCost accumulation -- Collection of cost data Collection of cost data 

in some organized way through an accounting in some organized way through an accounting 

systemsystem

Cost assignmentCost assignment -- Tracing (for direct costs) Tracing (for direct costs) 

and the allocating (for indirect costs) of and the allocating (for indirect costs) of 

accumulated costs to a cost object to help accumulated costs to a cost object to help 

decision making, and facilitate product or decision making, and facilitate product or 

customer profitability analysis customer profitability analysis 



COST Concepts COST Concepts –– COST ObjectCOST Object

Direct costsDirect costs –– Costs related to a particular cost Costs related to a particular cost 

object that can be traced to it in an economically object that can be traced to it in an economically 

feasible way, e.g. DM or DLfeasible way, e.g. DM or DL

Indirect costsIndirect costs –– Costs related to a particular Costs related to a particular 

cost object through a selected cost allocation cost object through a selected cost allocation 

method, e.g. OHmethod, e.g. OH

Factors affecting direct/indirect cost classificationsFactors affecting direct/indirect cost classifications
Materiality of the cost in questionMateriality of the cost in question

Available informationAvailable information--gathering technologygathering technology

Design of operationsDesign of operations

Contractual arrangementsContractual arrangements



COST Concepts COST Concepts –– COST ObjectCOST Object

Summary of Cost ObjectsSummary of Cost Objects

Cost tracingCost tracing -- Assignment of direct costs to Assignment of direct costs to 

cost objectscost objects

Cost allocationCost allocation -- Assignment of indirectAssignment of indirect

costs to cost objectscosts to cost objects



COST Concepts COST Concepts –– COST DriverCOST Driver

Cost DriverCost Driver: A factor, such as the level of : A factor, such as the level of 
activity or volume, that causally affects activity or volume, that causally affects 
costscosts

A cause and effect relationship exists between A cause and effect relationship exists between 
a change in the level of activity or volume and a change in the level of activity or volume and 
change in the level of the total costs of that change in the level of the total costs of that 
cost object. For example:cost object. For example:

The number of copies of books printed is the cost The number of copies of books printed is the cost 
driver of the cost of paper consumed. driver of the cost of paper consumed. 



COST Concepts COST Concepts –– COST DriverCOST Driver

Types of cost driversTypes of cost drivers

Structural cost driversStructural cost drivers: Fundamental choices : Fundamental choices 
about the size and scope of operations and about the size and scope of operations and 
technologies employed in delivering products or technologies employed in delivering products or 
services to customersservices to customers

Organizational cost driversOrganizational cost drivers: Choices concerning : Choices concerning 
the organization of activities and the the organization of activities and the 
involvement of persons inside and outside the involvement of persons inside and outside the 
organization in decision makingorganization in decision making

Activity cost driversActivity cost drivers: Specific units of work : Specific units of work 
(activities) performed to serve customer needs (activities) performed to serve customer needs 
that consume costly resourcesthat consume costly resources



For a chain of discount stores--

Determine the 

size of the stores

Determine the 

size of the stores

Determine the type 

of construction

Determine the type 

of construction

Determine the 

location

Determine the 

location

Determine the 

type of 

technology to 

employ in the 

store

Determine the 

type of 

technology to 

employ in the 

store

Structural COST DRIVERSStructural COST DRIVERS



Deciding to work closely with a limited number of Deciding to work closely with a limited number of 

suppliers.suppliers.

Providing employees with cost information and Providing employees with cost information and 

authorizing them to make decisions.authorizing them to make decisions.

Deciding to reorganize the existing equipment in the Deciding to reorganize the existing equipment in the 

plant so that sequential operations are closer.plant so that sequential operations are closer.

Designing components of a product so they can Designing components of a product so they can 

only fit together in the correct manner.only fit together in the correct manner.

Deciding to manufacture a low volume product on Deciding to manufacture a low volume product on 

lowlow--speed, generalspeed, general--purpose equipment rather than purpose equipment rather than 

highhigh--speed, specialspeed, special--purpose equipment.purpose equipment.

Organizational COST DRIVERSOrganizational COST DRIVERS



CustomersCustomers

Served by 

activities

ActivitiesActivities

ResourcesResources

Activities consume 

resources

CostsCosts

Resources

cost money

Activity COST DRIVERSActivity COST DRIVERS



Examples

Placing a purchase order for raw materials

Inspecting income raw materials

Moving items being manufactured between 

workstations

Setting up a machine to work on a product

Spending machine time working on a product

Spending labor time working on a product

Hiring and training a new employee

Packing order for shipment

Processing a sales order

Shipping a product

Activity COST DRIVERSActivity COST DRIVERS



Strategic cost management has emerged from a blending of 

three themes:

1. Cost driver analysis—the study of factors that cause 

or influence costs.

2. Strategic position analysis—an organization’s basic 

way of competing to sell products or services.

3. Value-chain analysis—the study of value-producing 

activities, stretching from basic raw materials to the 

final customer of a product or service.

Strategic COST MANAGEMENTStrategic COST MANAGEMENT



Basic COST BEHAVIOR PatternsBasic COST BEHAVIOR Patterns

Total variable costs increase in 
proportion to increases in unit level cost 

drivers.

Total variable costs increase in 
proportion to increases in unit level cost 

drivers.

Total

variable

costs (Y)

Total activity (X)



Total fixed costs do not respond to 
changes in unit level cost drivers within a 

period.

Total fixed costs do not respond to 
changes in unit level cost drivers within a 

period.

Total

fixed

costs

(Y)

Total activity (X)
0
0

Basic COST BEHAVIOR PatternsBasic COST BEHAVIOR Patterns



Total mixed costs contain fixed and variable cost 
elements.  They increase, but not in direct 

proportion to increases in unit level cost drivers.

Total mixed costs contain fixed and variable cost 
elements.  They increase, but not in direct 

proportion to increases in unit level cost drivers.

Total

mixed

costs (Y)

Total activity (X)
0
0

Sometimes

called

semivariable

costs

Basic COST BEHAVIOR PatternsBasic COST BEHAVIOR Patterns



Total step costs are constraint over a range of 
activity for a unit level cost driver but moves 

to a different amount at different ranges.

Total step costs are constraint over a range of 
activity for a unit level cost driver but moves 

to a different amount at different ranges.

Total
step
costs
(Y)

Total activity (X)
0
0

Basic COST BEHAVIOR PatternsBasic COST BEHAVIOR Patterns



Variable costsVariable costs----The cost of the The cost of the 

ingredients used to make the pizzas.ingredients used to make the pizzas.

Fixed costsFixed costs----Depreciation, property Depreciation, property 

taxes, and property insurance.taxes, and property insurance.

Mixed costsMixed costs----Cost of electricity.Cost of electricity.

Step costsStep costs----Employee wages.Employee wages.

EXAMPLE:     Pizza HutEXAMPLE:     Pizza Hut

Basic COST BEHAVIOR PatternsBasic COST BEHAVIOR Patterns



(1) Variable cost:  Y = bX

(2) Fixed  cost:  Y = a

(3) Mixed  cost:  Y = a + bX

(4) Step costs:  Y = ai

The step cost within a 

specific range of activity

variable cost per unit

total fixed costs

Basic COST BEHAVIOR PatternsBasic COST BEHAVIOR Patterns



Total

costs

(Y)

Value of independent variable (X)
0

Fixed costs (a)

Variable costs (b)

Total costs 

Y = a + bX

Variable costs are 

layered on top of 

fixed costs.

Variable costs are 

layered on top of 

fixed costs.

Slope, b =
Y

X

Total COST BEHAVIOR With A Single Total COST BEHAVIOR With A Single 

Unit Level COST DRIVERUnit Level COST DRIVER



Equation for Total CostsEquation for Total Costs

Y = a + bX

vertical axis intercept (an 
approximation of fixed costs) slope (an approximation of 

variable costs per unit of X)

value of independent 
variabletotal costs



Changing COST STRUCTUREChanging COST STRUCTURE

T
o

ta
l

c o
s t

s

0
0 Units manufactured

A:  Traditional cost 
behavior with labor-
paced production and 
little product 
diversity.

B. Current cost behavior 
with high automation 
and product diversity.



COST ANALYSISCOST ANALYSIS

Cost AllocationCost Allocation

SettingSetting--up budgeting and accounting systems to determine a unit cost up budgeting and accounting systems to determine a unit cost 

or cost per unit of serviceor cost per unit of service

CostCost--Effectiveness AnalysisEffectiveness Analysis

““which of these alternatives is the cheapest or most which of these alternatives is the cheapest or most 

efficient way o get this benefit?efficient way o get this benefit?””

CostCost--Benefit AnalysisBenefit Analysis

““Do the economic benefits of providing this service Do the economic benefits of providing this service 

outweigh the economic costoutweigh the economic cost””

““Is it worth doing at all.Is it worth doing at all.””



To provide estimates of what a programTo provide estimates of what a program’’ss

cost and benefits are likely to be, before it is cost and benefits are likely to be, before it is 

implemented.implemented.

To improve understanding of program To improve understanding of program 

operation, and tell what levels of intervention operation, and tell what levels of intervention 

are most costare most cost--effectiveeffective

To reveal unexpected costs.To reveal unexpected costs.

COST ANALYSISCOST ANALYSIS



MARGINAL COSTMARGINAL COST

What is 

marginal cost?

What is 

marginal cost?

Economists say that 

it’s the varying 

increment in total 

cost of making one 

more unit.

Economists say that 

it’s the varying 

increment in total 

cost of making one 

more unit.



Below the activity range for which the 
facility was designed.

Within the normal activity range for which 
the facility was designed.

Above the activity range for which the 
facility was designed.

Below the activity range for which the Below the activity range for which the 

facility was designed.facility was designed.

Within the normal activity range for which Within the normal activity range for which 

the facility was designed.the facility was designed.

Above the activity range for which the Above the activity range for which the 

facility was designed.facility was designed.

It is useful to relate marginal cost to 

three levels of activity:

MARGINAL COSTMARGINAL COST



Changing Composition of TotalChanging Composition of Total

MANUFACTURING COST MANUFACTURING COST 

Direct materials, the cost of 

primary raw materials 

converted into finished 

goods.  The word “direct”

indicates costs that are 

easily or directly traced to 

a finished product or 

service.

Direct materials, the cost of 

primary raw materials 

converted into finished 

goods.  The word “direct”

indicates costs that are 

easily or directly traced to 

a finished product or 

service.

Direct labor, the wages earned 

by production employees for 

the time they spend converting 

raw materials into finished 

products.

Direct labor, the wages earned 

by production employees for 

the time they spend converting 

raw materials into finished 

products.

Manufacturing overhead

includes all manufacturing 

costs other than direct 

materials and direct labor.

Manufacturing overhead

includes all manufacturing 

costs other than direct 

materials and direct labor.



MANUFACTURING COST MANUFACTURING COST 

HierarchyHierarchy

Unit level activities

Batch level activities

Product level activities

Facility level activities

Unit level activitiesUnit level activities

Batch level activitiesBatch level activities

Product level activitiesProduct level activities

Facility level activitiesFacility level activities



MANUFACTURING COST MANUFACTURING COST 

HierarchyHierarchy

Cost of raw materialsCost of raw materials

Cost of inserting a Cost of inserting a 

componentcomponent

Utilities cost of operating Utilities cost of operating 

equipmentequipment

Some costs of packagingSome costs of packaging

Sales commissionsSales commissions

Unit Level

Examples

This activity is 

performed for each 

unit of product 

produced and sold.

This activity is 

performed for each 

unit of product 

produced and sold.



MANUFACTURING COST MANUFACTURING COST 

HierarchyHierarchy

Cost of processing 
sales order

Cost of issuing and 
tracking work order

Cost of equipment 
setup

Cost of moving batch 
between workstations

Cost of inspection

Cost of processing 
sales order

Cost of issuing and 
tracking work order

Cost of equipment 
setup

Cost of moving batch 
between workstations

Cost of inspection

Batch Level

This activity is 

performed for each 

batch of product 

produced or sold.

This activity is 

performed for each 

batch of product 

produced or sold.

Examples



MANUFACTURING COST MANUFACTURING COST 

HierarchyHierarchy

Cost of product Cost of product 

developmentdevelopment

Cost of product Cost of product 

marketing, such as marketing, such as 

advertisingadvertising

Cost of specialized Cost of specialized 

equipmentequipment

Cost of maintaining Cost of maintaining 

specialized equipmentspecialized equipment

Product Level
Examples This activity is 

performed to support 

each different product 

that can be produced.

This activity is 

performed to support 

each different product 

that can be produced.



MANUFACTURING COST MANUFACTURING COST 

HierarchyHierarchy

Cost of maintaining general Cost of maintaining general 

facilitiesfacilities

Cost of nonspecialized Cost of nonspecialized 

equipmentequipment

Cost of maintaining Cost of maintaining 

nonspecialized equipmentnonspecialized equipment

Cost of real property taxesCost of real property taxes

Cost of general advertisingCost of general advertising

Cost of general administrationCost of general administration

Facility Level

Examples
This activity is 

performed to maintain 

general manufacturing 

capabilities.

This activity is 

performed to maintain 

general manufacturing 

capabilities.



Changing Composition of TotalChanging Composition of Total

MANUFACTURING COST MANUFACTURING COST 

Volume-Based Unit 

Level Analysis

Activity-Based Multiple-

Level Analysis

Variable: Only one type of 

variable cost is considered:

Unit level

Variable: Many types of 

variable cost drivers are 

considered, including: 

Unit level
Batch level
Product level



Changing Composition of TotalChanging Composition of Total

MANUFACTURING COST MANUFACTURING COST 

Volume-Based Unit 

Level Analysis

Activity-Based Multiple-

Level Analysis

Fixed: Costs that do not 

vary with the number of units

Fixed: Costs that do not 

respond to change in 

variable cost drivers are 

considered:

Facility level



CUSTOMER COST HierarchyCUSTOMER COST Hierarchy

Unit level activitiesUnit level activities

Order level activitiesOrder level activities

Customer level activitiesCustomer level activities

Facilities level activitiesFacilities level activities

A merchandising organization or the sales 

division of a manufacturing organization 

might use the following hierarchy:



CUSTOMER COST HierarchyCUSTOMER COST Hierarchy

Unit level activitiesUnit level activities

Order level activitiesOrder level activities

Customer level activitiesCustomer level activities

Market segment level activitiesMarket segment level activities

Facility level activitiesFacility level activities

An organization that sells to distinct 

market segments might have the 

following cost hierarchy:



COST  VOLUME  PROFITCOST  VOLUME  PROFIT

Decision making and planning do not involve Decision making and planning do not involve 

only the determination of relevant cost behavioronly the determination of relevant cost behavior

They also involve a consideration of the They also involve a consideration of the 

combined effect on both cost and revenue combined effect on both cost and revenue 

functions of changes in the level of activityfunctions of changes in the level of activity

They are achieved by examining the relationship They are achieved by examining the relationship 

of costs, volume and revenues which in turn of costs, volume and revenues which in turn 

gives insight into the incremental impact on the gives insight into the incremental impact on the 

profitability of the various choices open to profitability of the various choices open to 

managementmanagement -- CVP analysis.CVP analysis.



All costs are classified  as fixed or variable with All costs are classified  as fixed or variable with 

unit level activity cost drivers.unit level activity cost drivers.

The total cost function is linear within the relevant The total cost function is linear within the relevant 

range.range.

The total revenue function is linear within the The total revenue function is linear within the 

relevant range.relevant range.

The analysis is for a single product, or the sales The analysis is for a single product, or the sales 

mix of multiple products is constant.mix of multiple products is constant.

There is only one activity cost driver:  unit or There is only one activity cost driver:  unit or 

dollar sales volume.dollar sales volume.

COST  VOLUME  PROFITCOST  VOLUME  PROFIT



THE ENDTHE END


